We present data for the dark current of a commercially available CMOS image sensor for different gain settings and bias offsets over the temperature range of 295 to 340 K and exposure times of 0 to 500 ms. The analysis of hot pixels shows two different sources of dark current. One source results in hot pixels with high but constant count for exposure times smaller than the frame time. Other hot pixels exhibit a linear increase with exposure time. We discuss how these hot pixels can be used to calculate the dark current for all pixels. Finally, we show that for low bias settings with universally zero counts for the dark frame one still needs to correct for dark current. The correction of thermal noise can therefore result in dark frames with negative pixel values. We show how one can calculate dark frames with negative pixel count.
INTRODUCTION
Dark current is a major source of noise in digital imagers. To decrease the generation of dark current, many camera systems are cooled. In some cases, e.g. consumer cameras, a cooling system is not feasible and dark current can become a problem even for short exposures. A standard method for dark current correction is to take a so-called dark frame, an exposure with a closed shutter, either right before or right after the light exposure. This dark frame is subsequently subtracted from the actual image. Previously, 1 we reported on a method to compute the dark frame for a CCD imager from the actual image which we want to correct for the dark current. This has the following advantages: This correction can be carried out without knowledge of the temperature and without loss of imager time to collect a dark frame. It will lead to improved image quality and will benefit image fidelity. Moreover, it can be done ex post facto and it provides the ability to remove sensor specific information. 2 It has been surmised that such computations should be feasible for CMOS imagers as well. With the rise of CMOS sensors' importance in consumer electronics, automotive applications, 3 and security 2 and with the improvement of CMOS quality, this technique could be broadly applicable. The goal of the present study is to verify the applicability of the image correction algorithm, as previously applied to scientific CCD imagers, to a commercially available CMOS sensor. The description of the dark current in a CCD is similar to the analysis of the dark current in a diode and requires taking into account several sources of dark current. 4, 5 We showed that a model of two exponential functions describes the dark current for the back-illuminated chip accurately. 6 The knowledge of how each individual pixel's dark current changes with temperature can be used to calculate artificial dark frames. However, for many cameras the exact chip temperature is not precisely known. Our proposed dark current correction method requires no knowledge of the real chip temperature. For a given exposure time, the dark current of every pixel is characteristic of a specific temperature. The dark current of any pixel can therefore be used as an indicator of the temperature. Impurities in the silicon cause some pixels to have an unusual dark count. 7, 8 These hot pixels have the highest signal-to-noise ratio and are the best temperature sensors. The basic idea is to use the dark current of hot pixels to obtain an indicator of the chip temperature and predict the dark current of all pixels on the chip. Our previous work applied this method to several well-behaved scientific grade CCD imagers. The question remains whether the same or similar method can be applied to CMOS sensors. Addressing noise in CMOS imagers has a long history, including various hardware designs to minimize noise 9, 10 and modeling based on circuit models. 11, 12 Others have identified different sources of dark current. 13 The present imaging performance of color CMOS sensors was reported to be inferior compared to high-end CCD sensors due to excessive dark current non-uniformity, conversion gain non-uniformity, image lag, pixel cross-talk, and low quantum efficiency. 14 Further insights have been obtained by simulations of noise. 15, 16 Techniques for dark current correction based on the dark count in pixels outside the optically active imager have also been proposed. 17 In that work, these dark pixels are used as a proxy for the temperature of the chip and the dark current for the whole imager is extrapolated from it. In general, after dark current corrections are applied, all the subsequent image processing can be performed. 18 First, we will present the protocol for dark current correction. The dark current data and its analysis are presented in the next section. Finally, we describe the results of the image correction on a flat field and show that there is a potential new twist that can extend the range of applicability of the image correction protocol.
DARK CURRENT PROTOCOL
In order to see what is involved in dark frame computation, we briefly summarize the correction protocol. 1 A set of dark frames at various temperatures is taken, and the following basic steps are executed. The first step is to locate hot pixels to serve as temperature indicators. These are selected from an image with a sufficiently large dark signal. A hot pixel in this context has a large dark signal compared to its neighboring pixels. The neighboring pixels are of significance because in an actual image containing signal information, they are used to predict the light signal. Removing the light signal works accurately only if there is high degree of correlation between the light signal of the hot pixel and its adjacent pixels. In most images this correlation between adjacent pixels is very high. The hottest pixels are found by ranking the values of:
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where (x, y) are the coordinates of the pixel and pixel(x, y) is its dark count. Only the immediate neighbors of the hot pixel are considered. However, it is possible to include a wider area and increase the range of the summation.
The weight(i, j) depends on the relative location of an adjacent pixel. Various weighting factors can be chosen. The sum of all the weighting factors equals to zero, such that if all nine pixels are equally hot, hotpix(x, y) is equal to zero. The next step is to calculate the average of hotpix(x, y) for the n hottest pixels for frames at different temperatures and this average is used as an indicator for the chip's temperature, T Ind . Then, the value of hotpix(x, y) is fitted to, for instance, a quadratic function of the temperature indicator, T Ind . Hot pixels which have a poor goodness of fit are excluded. Next one stores the coordinates of all hot pixels as well as the three fitting parameters in a file which contains all the information to evaluate the temperature of the chip. Note that one does not use the actual temperature (nor does one need to know the actual temperature). The temperature calibration is a function of the dark current in selected temperature-indicator hot pixels. The next step in the protocol is to determine the counts of all pixels with respect to T Ind . To accomplish this, the counts of each pixel for frames taken at different temperatures, are fitted with a quadratic least squares fit versus the temperature indicator. Since this fit is used later to calculate the dark count, independent from the neighboring pixels, the actual count of the pixels (not the signal with respect to the neighboring pixels) is used to determine the fitting parameters. The three fitting parameters from the quadratic fit can then be saved as images with the same dimensions as the chip. Once the imager is characterized and calibrated with these fitting parameters, dark frames can be calculated almost instantaneously over the whole calibrated temperature range. One can scale dark frames to other exposure times if one assumes the time dependence is linear for the CCD over the used time range.
DARK CURRENT MEASUREMENTS IN THE FIREFLY
We used a Firefly MV camera with a 1/3" CMOS color sensor manufactured by Point Grey Research, Inc. to analyze the feasibility and the performance of such a dark current correcting algorithm for CMOS sensors. The chip is a double-buffered global-shutter photodiode device (640 x 480 pixels, 6.0 x 6.0 µm pixels, manufactured by Micron -MT9V022177ATC). The Firefly camera is well behaved in that after the temperature was stabilized for a sufficient time span, the measurements were repeatable. Automatic exposure control and color conversion were turned off. The camera was placed inside a temperature-controlled chamber. The Firefly camera allows adjusting various parameters that are often not changed in a scientific CCD. The camera is capable of both 8 and 10 bit linear data acquisition. For this exploratory work, we choose to present exclusively 8 bit data. The 10 bit data behaved similarly to the present data. The gain could be set from 0 to 12 dB (or 2.8 DN/e to 11.4 DN/e) and was adjusted to optimally collect the data. The brightness setting, essentially a bias offset, can be adjusted between 1 and 255. Level "1" resulted in a negative offset for most pixels, only for levels larger than 125 was the offset positive. This has some interesting implications for dark frame correction and will be discussed in detail later. The camera could be set to frame rates of 7. All data was acquired by taking 10 frames and calculating the average while ignoring the two extremal data points. First we investigated the dependence of the dark current on the exposure time, for times smaller and larger than the nominal frame time. The two panels in Fig. 1 are taken at 35 ºC and a nominal frame rate of 7.5 Hz corresponding to a frame time of 133.3 ms. Figure 1a shows a set of individual pixels, chosen to be representative of high dark current pixels for short exposure times less than 130 ms. One finds that the dark count increases approximately linearly over the whole range of exposure times. From the slope one gets for example for pixel 2 in Fig. 1a a dark current of about 0.18 DN/ms, approximately 8 times the average dark current at this temperature. Figure 1b presents pixels that have a large dark current at exposure times larger than the nominal frame time, but a smaller dark current for times less than 133 ms. The behavior of these pixels is distinctively different. A distinct kink at the frame time can be observed. The dark count for three pixels in Fig. 1b is almost constant up to the frame time. Pixel 7 shows a slight increase in dark count (0.067 DN/ms) for exposure time smaller than the frame time. For exposure times larger than the frame time, the dark current of all four pixels is seen to increase significantly. The slope of the dark count versus exposure time results in a dark current from 0.208 DN/ms for pixel 5 to 0.102 DN/ms for pixel 6. To explain this change, we will assume two distinct regions where dark current is generated. The dark current in the first region is visible for times shorter than the nominal frame time. This is presumed to be the dark current generated in the photodiode. For times larger than the nominal frame time, a second region becomes noticeable. Dark current in this region is generated for all exposure times. However, only for exposure times larger than the frame time does the measured dark signal increases with the exposure time. Unable to find out the exact configuration of the sensor from the manufacturer, we surmised that this location might be the floating diffusion or sense node used in the implementation of the global shutter mode. 9 If the exposure time is larger than the frame time, the readout is delayed past the 133.3 ms and more dark current accumulates in the floating diffusion. Up to the frame time, the floating diffusion contributes a constant amount to the total measured dark count. Other pixels that show a substantial dark current at times shorter than 133 ms, show only a small effect when the exposure time is increased beyond 133 ms, or in other words the dark current in the floating diffusion node is small compared to that of the photodiode. However, a careful analysis reveals that almost all of the pixels in this chip have a slight kink at the nominal frame time revealing that most have at least some dark current generated in the sense node. Hence, it is necessary to differentiate between dark count generation in the photodiode and dark count generation in the sense node. In this CMOS sensor, one needs to keep track of two dark current generation rates. 
Fig. 2. Dark current vs. frame time (1/frame rate) for selected pixels at 35ºC, 12dB with an exposure time of 10ms.
To investigate the dark current generated in two different regions, we varied the frame rate. In Fig. 2 , the data for a 10 ms exposure at the four different frame rates is plotted. Pixels were selected to give a representative sample of dark currents in the sense node. For example, pixel 11 in Fig. 2 produces for the same exposure time of 10 ms a dark count of 52 DN at 60 Hz and about 3 times as much (155.1 DN) at 7.5 Hz. The dark count of pixel 9 is almost the same for all four frame rates. One would assume that the dark count collected in the photodiode of a particular pixel is the same for the different frame rates since the exposure time is fixed. The dark current accumulated in the sense node depends linearly on the frame time. As is borne out by the experiments, we see in Fig. 2 that the dark count indeed increases linearly with the frame time. Figure 3a gives the distribution of the dark current, at the largest gain (12 dB), based on a linear fit of the dark count versus exposure time for times longer than the longest frame time (133.3 ms). The first observation is that there is a bimodal distribution. A clearer view of this bimodality shows up at smaller gains. In Fig. 3b , we present the data obtained for a gain of 0 dB. The lesser gain serves to accentuate the two peaks. Secondly, it appears that there is indeed a need for dark current correction. As a first estimate of the impact of this dark current one can find the Gaussian curve fitted to the complete distribution. The distribution shows a peak at 0.08 DN/ms with standard deviation of about 0.04 DN/ms. Quite a few pixels will fill to 10% of full well in 100ms (about 15% of the pixels) and another 30% will fill to 5% of full well in 100ms. It has been argued that in a typical camera, fixed pattern noise (FPN) should be less than 0.5% of full scale. 10 From the distribution curve, we find that at 100ms the FPN will not be acceptable for a consumer product. At higher temperatures, this will be aggravated even more. 
Fig. 3. Histograms of dark current based on exposure times longer than the frame time at 35ºC: a) with a gain of 12dB) and b) with a gain of 0 dB (both histograms binned in steps of 0.001 DN/ms).

Fig. 4. a) Histogram of dark count slopes (35ºC, 12dB, 7.5Hz) for exposure time data less than the frame time. b) Histogram of dark count slopes vs. the frame times (35ºC, 12dB, exposure time 10ms). Both histograms binned in steps of 0.0025 DN/ms.
In Fig. 4 , we show the dark current distributions for exposure times less than the frame time and for the slopes for the dark counts vs. frame time. A log normal distribution gives a reasonable fit in agreement with the work reported by Baer. 15 Referring back to Fig. 1b and the explanation of the kinks, i.e., the presence of two sources of dark current, one can infer the same from the two histograms. Figure 4a , registers the dark current from the photodiode area and Fig. 4b shows the dark current contribution from the sense node. Hence, if one pairs the two independent sources, one would expect them to be additive. To a first approximation the dark count contributions from the photodiode and the sense node are similar, i.e., they have the same mode around 0.03 DN/ms. Since the peak contributions are the same, one would not expect to separate these individual peaks in Figs. 3a and 3b , that is, if only one of the areas contributes, one would see a peak at 0.03 DN/ms. If both contribute, another peak at more than 0.06 DN/ms should appear. The net result is that when both currents contribute, another peak should appear in the distribution as is shown in Figs. 3a and 3b . After having analyzed the dark current of different pixels at different frame rates and exposure times one needs to look at their temperature dependence. Figure 5a shows the dark count of a group of randomly chosen hot pixels in a 30 ms exposure at various temperatures. The temperatures were measured externally to the sensor and controlled to an accuracy of about 1ºC. The dark count increases as expected and the quadratic curve fits to the pixels show the overall tendency. However, the external temperature might not exactly be the temperature of the sensor. For example, one sees in Fig. 5a that the dark count at 313 K is higher than expected from the other temperatures. Using hot pixels as a temperature indicator on other hand, avoids the uncertainties in such temperature readings. Fig. 5b shows the response of all pixels as a function of the dark count of pixel d. One sees that the dark count of all pixels follow a well defined almost linear relationship. The dark count of pixel d is a much better indicator of the temperature as the externally measured temperature. Hence, a temperature indicator, calculated from the dark current of hot pixels, is a proxy for the real temperature that can be used to predict the dark count of all pixels on the CMOS sensor. It is further interesting to notice that pixels that behave like pixels 5, 6, or 7 in Fig. 1b can be used as temperature indicators for exposure times smaller than the frame time without the need of adjusting for different exposure time setting. That is their dark count will not need to be scaled and T ind for a 30 Hz exposure will be the same, e.g., for an exposure time of 10 ms and 30ms Fig. 5a vs. the other pixels in Fig. 5a .
IMAGE CORRECTION
For any camera system the dynamic range is one of the most important parameters. To utilize the maximum dynamic range one can adjust the bias offset depending on the illumination. For an image with a high enough signal it can be beneficial to adjust the bias offset to a negative number. That works without any loss of information as long as the minimum signal is large enough to overcome the bias offset and cause a positive count for all pixels on the chip. For the Point Grey camera, the bias offset can be adjusted from about -32 DN for a brightness setting of 1 to +37 DN for a brightness setting of 255. For example, with a brightness setting of 1 and a light intensity that would cause 3.2 DN/ms the response of a pixel would be zero up to an exposure time of 10 ms. Only for exposures longer than 10 ms would the pixel actually give a non-zero reading. The question we would like to address here is what happens to the dark frame when one takes an image with negative bias offsets. For many pixels the dark current will be too small to reach 32 DN for a given exposure time.
For example the average dark current at 35ºC is equal to 0.075 DN/ms and most pixels will not exceed 32 DN if the exposure time is less than 400 ms. Therefore, a dark frame of, for example, 50 ms will display zero counts for an average pixel. The actual average dark count generated in 50 ms is still given by multiplying the dark current with the exposure time: 0.075 DN/ms times 50 ms = 3.75 DN. For a hot pixel with a dark current of 0.5 DN/ms the dark count would be 25 DN, significantly higher than for an average pixel. However, both pixels would show up with a zero count in the dark frame. Therefore, to accurately correct for dark current, dark frames have to be obtained starting with a value equal to the bias offset. Even if this might cause the somewhat surprising result of a dark frame with a large number of pixels that have a negative dark count. One can obtain such a dark frame by: 1.) Calculating dark current as the counts versus exposure time of an image with a large brightness setting. 2.) Obtaining the correct bias offset from the y-intercept of a linear fit versus exposure time for light exposures with the correct brightness setting (in our case 1). The dark count for brightness of 1 is then equal to the dark current in DN/ms (from step 1) times the exposure time plus the negative bias offset (from step 2). Panel a in Fig. 6 shows the histogram of a dark frame calculated as described above at 35 C, 50 ms, 7.5 Hz and a brightness setting of 1. The distribution, as is typical for a dark frame, is skewed to right. Unlike a typical dark frame, the average value is negative (-28.6 DN) and most of the other pixels have negative dark count values as well.
To test the dark current correction we obtained flat fields at the same setting as the dark frame. Since the Point Grey camera has a color chip with a Bayer RGB filter pattern the individual color channels have to be analyzed individually. Panel b shows pixel values of all green pixels (half of the pixels in the imager are green). One can see that the light intensity was high enough that all pixels reached a positive count. However, one would expect a Poisson like distribution for a flat field exposure. Due to the dark current the distribution is skewed to the right. Subtracting a regular dark frame will not improve the situation, since most pixels will have a zero value. Using the dark frame obtained with the method described above one can do an accurate dark current correction. Panel c of Fig. 6 shows the histogram for the flat field after subtraction of the accurate dark frame (see Panel a for the values of the dark frame). As one would expect the distribution for the flat field is symmetrical with pixel values close to the average value. The average pixel value is given as 54.9 DN, larger than the average value before the dark current correction. The width of the distribution has decreased significantly. The standard deviation of 7.62 DN for the uncorrected frame has decreased to 1.39 DN of the corrected frame. Of course, the same correction can be applied to the red and blue pixels. Panel d shows the pixel values for all pixels. The first peak corresponds to pixels with a blue filter, the middle peak to red pixels, and the right peak is for pixels with a green filter.
SUMMARY
We have demonstrated that all the ingredients for dark frame correction exist in a CMOS sensor. 19 These ingredients include the presence of hot pixels that depend strongly on temperature that can serve as a temperature indicator and a predictable behavior of the dark current for those pixels not chosen for their hotness. We have shown that a flat field corrected by a calculated dark frame, albeit without calculating its temperature using hot pixels, produced a corrected flat field that is significantly better. Because there are two kinds of sources of dark current, one which depends solely on exposure time and the other which depends on frame time, it should, in principle, be possible to calculate temperature and exposure time. Since the protocol allows for the correction of images for dark current over a range of temperatures, it should prove useful in situations where the temperature of the sensor is elevated, for instance in automotive applications.
